
 

Movement Actions 

Moving Situation  Modifier 
 

Climbing Situation Modifier 

Heroes on horseback +4 
 

Move an extra Metre -2 

Heroes flying +7 
 

Vertical Slope -6 

Open terrain +2 
 

60’-85’ Slope -4 

Carrying Heavy weight -2 
 

45’-60’ Slope -2 

Carrying very heavy weight -4 
 

No handholds -3 

Wearing chainmail hauberk -1 
 

Unstable or slippery surface -2 

Wearing plate armour -2 
 

Overhang -3 

Strength Special Skill +Value 
 

Wearing leather hauberk -1 

   

Wearing chainmail cuirass -2 

   

Wearing chainmail hauberk -3 

Swimming Situation Modifier 
 

Wearing breastplate -4 

Under attack -2 
 

Wearing plate armour -5 

Carrying heavy weight -2 
 

Smooth tree -2 

Carrying very heavy weight -4 
 

Few branches -1 

Wearing chainmail cuirass -1 
 

Using spikes or spiked boots +2 

Wearing breastplate -1 
 

Roped to another climber +2 

Wearing chainmail hauberk -2 
 

Under attack -2 

Wearing plate armour -4 
 

Carrying heavy weight -2 

STAMINA 3 or less -2 
 

Carrying very heavy weight -4 

     

     Breathing (Water) Modifier 
 

Falling Situation Modifier 

All swimming modifiers as above 
 

Every 5 metres fallen +1 

Able to take deep breath +1 
 

Onto sharpened spikes +1D3 

Has Swim special skill +3 
 

Onto a soft surface -2 

   

Into deep water/mud/snow -3 

   

Wearing chainmail cuirass +1 

Breathing (Gas/Smoke) Modifier 
 

Wearing breastplate +1 

Able to take deep breath +1 
 

Wearing chainmail hauberk +2 

Under attack -2 
 

In plate armour +3 

STAMINA 3 or less -2 
 

Carrying heavy weight +1 

   

Carrying very heavy weight +3 

     Dodging Situation Modifier 
   Carrying heavy weight -2 
 

Acrobatics Situation Modifier 

Carrying very heavy weight -4 
 

Wearing chainmail cuirass -1 

Wearing chainmail hauberk -1 
 

Wearing breastplate -1 

Wearing plate armour -2 
 

Wearing chainmail hauberk -2 

   

Wearing plate armour -4 

 



 

Social Actions 

Bribery Situation Modifier 
 

Trading Situation Modifier 

Very small bribe offered -4 
 

Friendly trader +2 

Small bribe offered -2 
 

Unfriendly trader -3 

Bribe offered +1 
 

Hostile trader -5 

Large bribe offered +2 
 

Selling at half price +3 

Very high bribe +4 
 

Buying at half price -3 

Target offended by bribes -3 
 

Selling at double price -3 

Multiple people to con -1 pp 
 

Buying at double price +3 

Heroes outnumber targets +2 
 

Item commonly available +2 

Targets outnumber Heroes -2 
 

Item uncommon -2 

Friendly target +2 
 

Item rare -4 

Neutral target -1 
 

Item very rare -6 

Unfriendly target -3 
 

Item obviously stolen -3 

Hostile target -5 
   Reasonable request +3 
   Acceptable request +0 
   Unreasonable request -3 
   Impossible request -6 
   

     

     Disguise Situation 
 

Modifier 
 Hero does not have Disguise Special Skill -3 

  Small change (beard, moustache etc) +1 
  Large change (age, skin colour) -2 
  Very large change (sex, height etc) -4 
  Bright light -2 
  Dim light +1 
  Dark light +3 
  Target unacquainted with Hero +2 
  Target acquainted with Hero -2 
  Disguised as someone known to target -3 
  Target’s Awareness Special Skill -score 
   

 

  



 

Perception Actions 

Hiding Situation Stealth  Awareness 

Hero/item invisible +8 -8 

Hero/item very small +5 -5 

Hero/item small +2 -2 

Hero/item large -2 +2 

Hero/item very large -5 +5 

Camouflaged +2 -2 

Buried/out of sight +5 -5 

In open country -4 +4 

In thick scrub/forest +4 -4 

Moving -2 +2 

Searcher higher -3 +3 

Searcher using dogs etc -4 +4 

Poor Light +2 -2 

Dark +4 -4 

Hero/enemy wearing chainmail cuirass -1 +1 

Hero/enemy wearing  breastplate -1 +1 

Hero/enemy wearing  chainmail hauberk -2 +2 

Hero/enemy wearing  plate armour -4 +4 

   

   Sleight of Hand Situation Sleight  Awareness 

Darkness +3 -3 

Item very small +2 -2 

Item medium sized -2 +2 

Item large -4 +4 

Item in plain view -3 +3 

Item likely to make a noise -3 +3 

Target is unintelligent +2 -2 

 

  



 

Combat Actions 

Combat Situation Modifier 

Darkness -6* 

Night-time darkness -3** 

Twilight -1 

Smoke/fog -2 

Torrential rain -1 

Knee deep in water -2 

Waist deep in water -4 

Up to the neck in water -6 

Swimming in water -8 

In snow or mud - as water of depth 

Narrow corridor -2 

Very narrow corridor -4 

Steps (fighting down) +1 

Steps (fighting up) -1 

Narrow spiral steps (down) -1 

Narrow spiral steps (up) -3 

Vs Mounted opponent (if unmounted) -2 

Airborne -5# 

Drunk -2 

Carrying Heavy weight -2 

Carrying Very Heavy weight -4 

Very large being attacking very small +2 

Very small being attacking very large -1 

Outnumbering +1## 

Rear Attack +4 

  * Reduced to -3 for Dark Seeing or subterranean creature 
** Reduced to -1 for Dark Seeing or subterranean creature 
# Applied to both mounted attacker and unmounted foe 
## Per extra opponent, maximum of six opponents vs single (+5 bonus) 

  

  Casting Situation Modifier 

Each round of preparation +2 

Quiet surroundings +3 

Caster is Target of 1 ranged attack -1 

Caster is Target of >1 range attacks -2 

Target of 1 melee attack -2 

Target of >1 melee attack -4 

 


